The Web has evolved into a dominant digital medium for conducting many types of online transactions such as shopping, paying bills, making travel plans, etc. Such transactions typically involve a number of steps spanning several Web pages. For sighted users these steps are relatively straightforward to do with graphical Web browsers. But they pose tremendous challenges for visually impaired individuals. This is because screen readers, the dominant assistive technology used by visually impaired users, function by speaking out the screen's content serially. Consequently, using them for conducting transactions can cause considerable information overload. But usually one needs to browse only a small fragment of a Web page to do a step of a transaction (e.g., choosing an item from a search results list). Based on this observation this paper presents a model-directed transaction framework to identify, extract and aurally render only the "relevant" page fragments in each step of a transaction. The framework uses a process model to encode the state of the transaction and a concept model to identify the page fragments relevant for the transaction in that state. We also present algorithms to mine such models from click stream data generated by transactions and experimental evidence of the practical effectiveness of our models in improving user experience when conducting online transactions with non-visual modalities.
Introduction
Over a relatively short period of time the Web has evolved into an ecosystem where anyone can communicate, find information, shop, bank, and pay bills online. With the expansion of Web users, Web transaction activities (e.g., buying a CD player from an online store) are also growing rapidly.
There are two essential components to a Web transaction: (i) locating the relevant content, such as a search form or the desired item in a Web page, and (ii) performing a sequence of steps, such as filling out a search form, selecting an item from the search result and doing a checkout. For completing a transaction these steps usually span several pages.
The primary mode of interaction with the Web is via graphical browsers, which are designed for visual interaction. Most Web pages contain banners, ads, navigation bars, and other data distracting us from the information. As we browse the Web, we have to filter through a lot of irrelevant data. We quickly scan through the rich engaging content in Web pages scripted for e-commerce and locate the objects of interest easily. Moreover, the spatial organization of content in these pages helps users comprehend the sequence of steps necessary to complete a transaction. Consider scenarios where visual interaction is impossible (e.g., when the user is a visually handicapped individual). Speech interfaces offer narrow interaction bandwidths making it cumbersome and tedious to get to the pertinent content in a page. For instance, state-of-the-art screen readers and audio browsers (e.g., JAWS [10], IBM's Home Page Reader [1] ) provide almost no form of filtering of the content in a Web page, resulting in severe information overload. This problem is further exacerbated when such an interaction spans several pages as in an online transaction.
To capture the first component of a Web transaction, i.e. locating the relevant content from Web pages, we use a predefined list of domain specific semantic concepts occurring in Web pages, which are considered essential for conducting Web transactions in a particular domain, e.g., online shopping. The circled elements in Figure 1 are examples of such concepts. Note that, Web transactions varies across domains. As a result, relevant content in a Web transaction also varies across domains. For example, relevant contents for buying a book in online shopping domain are list of books, list of categories, search form, search result, add to cart widget, check out widget etc. However, relevant contents for paying cell phone bill in utility bill domain are log in form, view bill, view bill details, pay bill, etc. Without knowing about such a list a priori for each such domain, it is practically quite impossible to identify them from Web pages. This is why, we observed many websites and examples of many Web transactions in online shopping domain, and came up with a list of semantic concepts which can support transactions that involves those concepts in that domain. Examples of such transactions are buying a product, viewing search result, etc. Observe that such semantic concepts are conceptually different from each other, and are used to do different thing or are presented in different ways. For example, a "search form" concept is used to provide search functionality in the website. Similarly, an "add to cart" concept is used to provide the functionality of adding an item to shopping cart. These concepts are functionally different, and are typically presented using different widgets.
The second component of a Web transaction, i.e. the sequence of actions is captured by a process model, which is a deterministic finite state automaton. Each state, representing an atomic operation in a transaction, is associated with a set of domain specific semantic concepts. When the model makes a transition to a state during the course of a transaction, a Web page is provided to the state as an input. If the concepts associated with the state are present in the page, then they alone are identified and presented to the user. Thus a process model can overcome the information overload problem for nonvisual Web transactions. For instance, if the page shown in Figure 1a is given as the input to a state associated with the concepts "Item Taxonomy" and "Search Result", only the two circled items in the figure will be identified and presented to the user.
In this paper, we establish a formal definition for such a transaction model, and describe a framework to mine them from transaction click streams. In our initial work [19] , we demonstrated that by coupling content semantics with model-directed navigation facilitated by the process model, we can overcome the information overload problem by delivering relevant content at every step of the transaction. A supervised machine learning technique was used to learn the transaction model from manually labeled Web transaction sequences. Sighted users labeled these sequences, as well as instances of concepts in a Web page. Having to rely exclusively on user-defined semantic labels and concept names for supervised construction of transaction models has serious shortcomings: Firstly, blind users will have to depend on sighted users for such training data, which makes it impractical to create personalized models for the sites that each individual blind user visits regularly. Secondly, it is not feasible to update and retrain already deployed models with new training data over time. Lastly, because such user-defined labeled data is expensive to obtain, it is not feasible to scale up the construction of domain-specific transaction models (e.g., shopping, airline reservations, bill payments, etc.). Thus, a model construction process that is not dependent on user defined labeled training data is highly desirable. In our subsequent work [13] , we presented a fully automated model construction process. Specifically, given a collection of raw (i.e. unlabeled) click streams 1 associated with transactions, we constructed the transaction model by synergistically combining several techniques that include: Web content analysis for partitioning a Web page into segments consisting of semantically related content elements, contextual analysis of data surrounding clickable elements in a page, and machine learning techniques such as clustering of page segments based on contextual analysis, statistical classification, and automata learning. In this approach, the transaction concepts in the particular domain from which click streams are collected are automatically discovered from clustering semantically relevant segments and the step by step transactional process is learned from the sequences of click actions. Also, such approach is not dependent on the knowledge of pre-defined list of semantic concepts for the particular domain. This paper is based on our previous work [13, 19] . The contribution of this paper is to present a computational framework for construction of Web accessibility models by synergistic coupling of Web content analysis, the users browsing context and statistical process modeling. While the focus of this paper is on Web accessibility, it is worthwhile pointing out that the transformation process has a broader application scope. Specifically it can be used to build transaction models for mobile devices with limited size displays, creating wrappers for information extraction from Web sites as well as learning users profiles from click streams.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, definitions and formal semantics are established for the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes the algorithm to mine transaction models. A brief description of the integrated assitive browser appears in Section 4. We describe experiments in Section 5, user study in Section 6, related research in Section 7 and conclude the paper in Section 8.
Technical preliminaries
In this section, we present a brief description of the data structure used for Web content analysis as well as some of the content analysis techniques for transaction model mining.
Web objects
A Web Object is an atomic element of a Web page, e.g., button, link. A Web object is associated with an id that uniquely identifies that object. Each Web object also has several attributes, e.g. text, style, location.
Frame tree
The Frame Tree [11] of a page is Mozilla's (http://www.mozilla.org) internal representation of a Web page, after the Web page has been presented for rendering on the screen. This is a tree-like data structure that contains Web page content, along with its formatting information, which specifies how that Web page has to be rendered on the screen. A frame tree is composed of nested frames, so that the entire page is a root frame, containing other nested frames down to the smallest individual objects on the page.
Geometric segment
A geometric segment is a Web page fragment consisting of content elements that share the same geometric alignment in the page. e.g.: the two solid rectangles enclosing the "Item Taxonomy" and "Item List" elements in Figure 4 . Observe how the elements within them share the same geometric alignment. Such a geometrical alignment may imply "semantic" relationship between the content elements. In this research, we use our own geometric segmentation algorithm developed in [11] .
Context
We define the context of a clickable object Obj to be the text around the Obj that maintains the same topic as the text of the Obj. To collect the context, a simple topicdetection algorithm based on cosine similarity is applied to the text surrounding the object within the geometric segment containing the object [11] . For example, the dotted rectangles, one in Figure 4b and the other in Figure 4c , form the context of the corresponding links pointed to by the two arrows in the figures. The page segment enclosed by the dotted rectangle is a Context Segment.
Transaction concept
We use the notion of concept class to refer to a category of Web content relevant for conducting Web transactions, e.g. "taxonomy", "search result". A concept class has the same meaning across many different Web sites, e.g.: the Add-to-Cart buttons in Figures 4 and 5 belong to the same concept class.
We assume that each concept class will have a unique concept label and an associated operation. Table 4 shows some examples of (manually) assigned concept names and their associated operations for the shopping domain. Suppose C is the label for a concept and O is the name of the operation associated with the concept, then the functions Opr(C) will return O and Opr −1 (O) will return C. Typically two broad classes of concepts arise in transactions: simple concepts, represented by a single HTML object, such as button or link, e.g.: "Log out", and structured concepts capturing more content often encapsulating other simple concepts (e.g.: "Item Detail" concept encapsulating the "Add To Cart" concept).
Structured concepts follow certain patterns, e.g.: taxonomies, list of email, list of products, headline news with summary snippets, search results, etc.
We define a concept segment to be either a context segment or a geometric segment consisting of a collection of similar context segments forming a pattern. The former is a simple concept and the latter is a structured concept.
A concept instance is a concept segment that is classified to a concept class. In Figure 4 the concept instances are all shown using solid rectangles. There are four instances of the "Search Form" concept and single instances of "Item Taxonomy", "Item List", "Add to Cart", and "Check Out" concepts.
Click stream
A click stream is a non-empty sequence of objects (e.g., button, link, checkbox) that were clicked on during the transaction process. In a partially labeled click stream some objects may be labeled with the corresponding concept operation. Table 1 shows examples of partially labeled click streams associated with the transaction in Figure 1 , where a labeled click-stream element is of the form label (page element's ID) (e.g., select_item(05F354A1)) whereas the unlabeled page elements only have IDs. Observe that all elements are labeled in the 1st row, only one is labeled in the 2nd row, whereas none are labeled in the 3rd row. We call a fully labeled click stream a transaction sequence.
Transaction model
A Web Transaction Model captures the semantics of a Web transaction. The model uses a list of domain specific semantic concepts, an underlying concept model to identify instances of a concept from a Web page, and a process model to present concept instances in a Web page associated with the current state, and to make a transition to the next state as the user selects an operation associated with the concept. In the next subsections, we define the process model and the concept model.
Process model
The process model is a deterministic finite state automaton (DFA) that captures the set of transaction sequences. In this paper, we use the term process model and process automata interchangeably.
Formally, a process model is defined as follows: Let C = {c 0 , c 1 , . . .} be a set of transaction concepts, and I(c) denote the set c of concept instances. Let Q = {q 0 , q 1 , . . .} be a set of states. With every state q i we associate a set S i ⊆ C of concepts. Let O = {o 0 , o 1 , . . .} be a set of operations. An operation o i can take parameters. A transition δ is a function Q × O → Q, and a concept operation ρ is also a function C → O. Operations label transitions, i.e., if δ(q i , o) = q j then o is the label on this transition. An operation o = ρ(c) is enabled in state q i whenever the user selects an instance of c ∈ S i and when it is enabled a transition is made from q i to state Figure 2 illustrates a process model. The concepts associated with state q 1 are "Item Taxonomy", "Item List", and "Search Form". This means that if these concept instances are present in the Web page given to q 1 as its input, they will be extracted and presented to the user. The user can select any of these concepts. We say that the user chooses the "Item Taxonomy" concept whenever he selects a particular category of item in the taxonomy and upon selection the corresponding operation select_item_category (see Table 2 ) is invoked. This amounts to fetching a new Web page corresponding to the selected category and a transition is made to state q 1 . When the user selects the "Search Form" concept he is required to supply the form input upon which the submit_searchform operation is invoked. This amounts to submitting the form with the user-supplied form input. A Web page consisting of the search results is generated and a transition is made to q 3 . Lastly a user can select an item from a list of items in the "Item List" concept. This will result in a Web page describing the item selected and the transition labeled item_select is made to state q 2 . The state transitions of other states can be similarly described.In the figure, state q 6 is deemed as the final state. We have omitted the payment steps following checkout. Hence q 6 which is entered upon a check_out operation is deemed as the final state.
Process model example

Concept model
Concept models are used to identify semantic concepts present in Web pages. For example, a model for the concept "add_to_cart" is used to identify instances of this concept from Web pages. Semantic Concepts are extracted from Web pages and presented to the user. When the user selects a concept, it is sent to the Process Model as an operation on the concept. A state transition based on the operation is made and the cycle repeats.
Mining transaction models from click streams
In this section, we describe our work to mine transaction models from click streams [13] . The overall objective of the construction process is to transform the set of click streams into a transaction model. Let us examine the issues involved in this process.
Recall that each state in the process automaton ( Figure 2 ) specifies a set of transaction-specific concepts it expects to find in any Web page that is given as the state's input. This means that we have to automatically associate a clicked object in a click stream with the corresponding concept class and label the object. To solve the problem, we use the context of an object [11] to identify the concept segment containing this object. Objects in click streams may belong to the same concept class, for example, in Table 1 the clicks on the objects with IDs 731DA231 and 3A1DB241 correspond to doing an "add to cart" operation. Hence, the concept segments containing these two objects should belong to the same "add to cart" concept class. Our solution for identifying the concept classes associated with objects is to cluster the segments containing these objects. Segments with high degree of similarity will belong to the same cluster. Each such cluster will correspond to a concept class. If any one of these concept segments has a label assigned a priori, the cluster containing those segments is assigned the same label; by definition a cluster cannot have conflicting labels. Otherwise, the cluster is assigned a unique machinegenerated label and an operation name. Using these labels we can then transform a click stream into a transaction sequence, from which we learn the process automata. Using a generic set of features from the segments in a cluster we automatically train a concept classifier. All of these steps are summarized in Figure 3 .
We use the following notations to outline the algorithms that correspond to the steps. Let D denote the set of partially labeled click streams of completed transactions, W be the set of Web pages containing the objects in the click streams and T be a table of labels (manually) assigned to some concepts and associated concept operations a priori. Note that T can be empty, corresponding to unlabeled click streams. The construction process will add newly identified concept classes to this table and assign them unique machine generated labels. We will use getConop(Obj) to get the operation label on the object Obj in the click stream. It will return null if there is no label associated with the Obj. The input to the process is the triple < D, W, T >. The output is a process automaton and concept classifiers for the concepts constructed from D.
All the steps in Figure 3 are fully automatic. In Step 1 we partition the Web pages into geometric segments and extract their features. In Step 2 we identify the concept segments containing the objects in the click stream, which requires the context of the object and the geometric segment containing the segment (see definitions in Section 2). In this step we also infer the labels of those concept segments whose corresponding click stream objects are labeled in D. Based on the features extracted in Step 1 we cluster the concept segments into concept classes in Step 3. In Step 4 we assign (machine generated) concept labels to each unlabeled class. The process splits into two separate branches at this point. In
Step 5 we train classifiers for each of the concepts using the clustered segments as training data. In Step 6 we use the concept labels from Step 4 to transform the click stream into a set of transaction sequences. In the Step 7 we use the transaction sequences as training data to learn the process automaton. The technical details of each these steps now follows. We will use Tables 3 and 4 to illustrate the steps.
Partitioning and feature extraction
This step begins by partitioning every Web page in W into geometric segments. We use our algorithm described in [11] to partition a Web page into geometric segments. Three kinds of features are extracted from each of the geometric segments: Word Table 3 Training click streams.
ClickStream
Website name Figure 4a , some of the pattern features extracted from the geometric segment are "text", "link", "text(link) + ", etc. Note that the features computed from concept segment are domain independent and hence generic.
Identifying concept segments
In this step the concept segments containing the objects in the click stream are identified. Algorithm IdentifyConceptSegment is a high-level sketch of this process which essentially is an implementation of the definition of a concept segment based on the idea of context of objects. Specifically lines 6 and 5 correspond to simple and structured concepts respectively. To recognize them as such we make use of the pattern features extracted from the segments in the previous step. e.g. in Figures 4 and 5 the sections enclosed by the solid rectangle correspond to concept segments identified in this step.
In line 7, we invoke the function getConop on an object Ob j in the click stream in order to infer its operation label. If it is non-null then we retrieve its associated concept name in line 8 from T and assign it to the segment; otherwise the segment remains unlabeled.
Running the algorithm on the streams in Table 3 will result in labeling two concept segments, namely, 'Item Taxonomy" and "Item List" in Figure 6 . The others remain unlabeled. 
Clustering concept segments
In this step we cluster the concept segments. At the end of this step all the concept segments in a single cluster are said to belong to the same concept class. Towards this goal we use the well known notion of Jaccard's similarity [9] and the notions of intra-cluster, inter-cluster similarity and quality metrics for clusters developed in [18] .
Jaccard similarity computes the similarity between any pair of concept segments. Let S i and S j be two such segments with feature sets F(S i ) and F(S j ) respectively. This similarity, denoted J(S i , S j ), is defined as: Figure 6 Initial clusters containing labeled and unlabeled concept segments.
Here F(Si) and F(Sj) are set of features for concept segment Si and Sj. The Jaccard similarity between the concept segments is equal to 1 if they are identical, and 0 if they are completely different.
Intra-cluster similarity computes the measure of similarity of the concept segments in a cluster. Let C be a cluster with concept segments S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n . Then Intra(C), the intra-cluster similarity value for C is defined to be:
A high value for this similarity score indicates that concept segments in the cluster are very similar, i.e. homogeneous. On the other hand, a low intra-cluster similarity indicates that concept segments are quite dissimilar, i.e. heterogeneous. Therefore, a high value of intra-cluster similarity is desired. Note that, intra-cluster similarity is undefined (0/0) for singleton clusters, i.e. when n = 1.
Inter-cluster similarity computes the measure of similarity between two clusters. Let C i , C j be two clusters and S i1 , S i2 , ..., S in i be the concept segments in cluster C i , and S j1 , S j2 , ..., S jn j be the concept segments in cluster C j . Then Inter(C i , C j ), the inter-cluster similarity value for this cluster pair is defined to be:
A high value for this similarity score indicates that clusters are very similar. On the other hand, a low inter-cluster similarity indicates that concept segments in different clusters are quite dissimilar. Therefore, a low value of inter-cluster similarity is desired.
We say that a cluster is trivial if it has only one concept segment. We do not fix the total number of clusters a priori. Instead, we use a quality metric to measure the goodness of clustering before merging the most similar clusters and return the set of clusters that yields the highest quality value. Formally, suppose there are n concept segments and C 1 , C 2 , ...., C k are k non-trivial clusters. Furthermore, ∀i, j let Intra(C i ) and Inter(C j , C j ) denote respectively intra-and inter-cluster similarity for C i and the pair (C i , C j ). Then quality of clustering, denoted φ Q , is defined as [18] :
For trivial clusters this quality metric is undefined. Algorithm ClusterConceptSegments is a sketch of the clustering algorithm. Lines 1-3 are the initialization steps: Line 1 builds the initial clusters from the set of concept segments. If the concept segment is already labeled in Step 2 with a concept name then the concept segment is added to the cluster with the same label. Otherwise a new cluster is created and the concept segment is added to the new cluster. Figure 6 shows the initial clusters. The initial clusters form the best cluster to start with.
Lines 4-19 make up the main clustering loop. In each iteration inter-cluster similarity values are computed and the pair of clusters with the highest inter-cluster similarity value is identified (line 5). For merge to take place at least one of the two clusters in the pair must be unlabeled (line 6). This will ensure that we do not merge two clusters with different labels (e.g. "add to cart" cluster with "check out"). Lines 7-11 does the merge. If one of the cluster is labeled then its label becomes the label of the merged cluster otherwise it remains unlabeled. The quality value of the resulting updated cluster set following the merge is recomputed (line 12). If it is an improvement over the previous best then this cluster set becomes the current best. The algorithm continues until all the clusters are merged into a single cluster or there is no unlabeled cluster (line 19). The algorithm returns the clusters (BestClusters) with the highest quality value (line 20). Figure 7 shows the final clusters returned by our algorithm. From the best cluster set we remove spurious clusters: trivial clusters and those with low intra-cluster similarity values. The threshold is set a priori from experimentation. Of course one can also automatically learn it using validation sets.
Algorithm
Labeling of unlabeled clusters (Unsupervised)
Each cluster in the final set returned by the algorithm in the previous step is a distinct concept class. These are the concept classes that are generated from completed transaction click streams. Some or all of the clusters in the final set may be unlabeled. In this step we assign a distinct machine generated concept label to each unlabeled cluster. We add these new labels to the table T and also generate an operation label to be uniquely associated with each of these concept label. For example, at the end of step 4, the unlabeled clusters in Figure 7 are automatically assigned the labels "L 1 " and "L 2 ". The associated concept operation names are "l 1 " and "l 2 " respectively. Table T is updated with these machine generated labels as shown in Table 5 . Every segment in a cluster is assigned the concept label of its cluster (Table 6 ).
Learning concept classifiers (Unsupervised)
In the previous step all the concept classes relevant for transactions were mined and labeled. In this step we automatically learn SVM-based classifiers [22] for each concept class. The segments in a concept class serve as the labeled training examples. 
Recall that their features were extracted in Step 1. Note that the labels for the concept segments were either inferred in Step 2 or automatically generated in the previous step. As with many other machine learning tools, an SVM [22] takes a feature vector as input and produces its classification. Here, we define two classes for each of our concept model: Concept and Not Concept, and describe each concept segment with a set of feature values. For example, classes for the concept model "CheckOut" are CheckOut and Not CheckOut. We represented each concept segment by a tuple ( f , l), where f is a feature vector for that segment and l is its concept label. A segment can be either instance of a concept: l = 1, or not instance: l = 0. Segments labeled with concept C i are used as positive examples to train the SVM model for concept C i . Segments labeled with concept C j , where i = j are used as negative examples to train the SVM model for concept C i .
The learned SVM concept model is used to classify a given segment as a concept. Given a segment B i , we compute the feature values for it. Next, we use the learned SVM models to label the segment as either instance or not-instance of the concept and get the associated probability values. Note that, the segment can be identified as an instance of a concept by more than one SVM model (and which is an ambiguity). In that case, we label the segment as an instance of the concept for which corresponding SVM model returns the highest probability value.
Generating transaction sequences
Recall that in Step 2 the concept segments in Web pages containing the click stream objects in D were all identified and in Step 4 they were all assigned concept names. In this step we label the objects in D with concept operations and thereby transform them into transaction sequences. To label an unlabeled object in a click stream, we apply the function Opr whose parameter is the label of the concept segment containing the object. This will retrieve the corresponding operation name from updated T with which we label the object. Table 7 are the transaction sequences resulting from applying this step to Table 3 . Table 7 Training transaction sequences.
Learning process automaton (Unsupervised)
In this step we learn the process automaton from the transaction sequences generated in the previous step. In general, DFA learning requires sizable number of negative examples which are relatively more difficult to obtain especially from logs of user activities (see [16] ). Instead, we propose a simple learning algorithm from positive examples only, in particular the completed transaction sequences generated in the previous step. It is motivated by the following observation: If a substring of operations in a completed transaction repeats consecutively then either deleting or inserting one or more of the repeats will also result in a completed transaction sequence. For example, deleting the repeat of select_category.select_item from select_categor y.select_item.select_categor y.select_item.add_to_cart.check_out or inserting additional repeats of select_category.select_item to select_category. select_item.select_category.select_item.add_to_cart.check_out will also represent completed transaction. So given a set of completed transaction sequences the aforementioned insert and delete operations allow a limited degree of generalization.
We will learn a process automation to accept these kinds of generalized sequences from a training set T of completed transaction sequences. The details are as follows:
Definition 1 (Language of transaction sequences) Given a training set T, the language of transaction sequences, denoted by A(T) is the smallest set such that:
-T ⊆ A(T), and -for all x ∈ A(T) such that x = pmms ( p is the prefix, s the suffix and m the repeated middle, all possibly empty), pm k s ∈ A(T) for every k > 0.
Note that A(T) generalizes T, and is the language we seek to learn from T. In particular, we generalize T such that any consecutively repeating substring in T is now permitted to repeat an arbitrary number of times. The language A(T) has an important property: it is closed with respect to training sets in the sense that adding any string in the language to the training set does not change the language. Formally,
Theorem 1 (Closure) Let T be a given training set and A(T) be the corresponding language of transaction sequences. Then, for all S such that T ⊆ S ⊆ A(T), A(S) = A(T).
The proof of this property follows from the monotonicity of A: i.e. if T ⊆ S then A(T) ⊆ A(S).
The property of closure indicates "stability" of the learned language since no string in the language could have been added to the original training set to construct a different (more general) language.
The definition of A is does not directly give a procedure to construct an automaton that accepts A(T). We now outline such a procedure. Table 7 .
Definition 2 Let R(T) be the set of regular expressions over the alphabet of T, defined as follows:
Note that R(T) is a finite set of regular expressions (REs); in particular, if the largest sequence in T is of length k, then |R(T)| = O(k 2 |T|), and the largest regular expression in R(T) is of length k 2 or less. Let L(r) denote the language of a regular expression r. The language of a set of regular expressions is the union of the languages of each of its elements: i.e. if R is a set of regular expressions, then
The language of regular expressions R(T) constructed from the training set is identical to A(T), the language of transaction sequences learned from T, as formally stated below.
Theorem 2 For all sets of training sequences T, A(T) = L(R(T)).
The above theorem can be proved by considering the usual least fixed point (iterative) construction of A(T), and showing that the least fixed point computation will converge in two steps to L(R(T)).
Note that R(T) gives us an effective procedure for constructing the transaction automaton. For each regular expression in R(T) we construct the corresponding nondeterministic finite automaton (NDFA) using Thomson's construction [8] . The automaton for L(R(T)) is simply the union of all the individual automata. Based on the argument above on the size of R(T) and Thomson's construction, it follows that if k is the length of the longest sequence in T, then the automaton for A(T) thus constructed is of size O(k 4 |T|), and can be constructed in time O(k 4 |T|). Finding more efficient construction algorithms and building smaller automata are topics of future research.
Running this algorithm on Table 7 results in the REs shown in Table 8 . Figure 8 is the automaton for these REs. Either the NDFA constructed from the REs or its equivalent DFA can be used at runtime to guide the transaction. Use of a NDFA will increase the information overload since concept instances corresponding to a set of Figure 8 Learned process automaton from sequences in Table 7 .
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states will be presented. This can be avoided with a DFA but constructing it from a NDFA can be computationally expensive.
Integrated assistive browser
We have developed HearSay, a context-directed non-visual browser, which identifies and presents relevant information to the users as they navigate from one page to another [11] . The modular design of the HearSay system accommodates plugging in components such as the transaction processing component described in this paper. With this add-on HearSay will transparently identify the concepts in Web pages and map them to the most similar state of the process automaton, where appropriate. At any time, HearSay users can turn on the transaction support layer, and, in this way, attain quick access to the concept instances that may be present in their currently opened Web pages. It will allow them to navigate between and within concepts using the regular navigation shortcuts. Just as easily, users can return to the original browsing mode and explore the content around the concepts. If the transaction model fails to classify some concept instances or they are labeled with random machine-generated labels, the users will still be able to proceed with the transaction since HearSay reads out the actual contents of the segment. To access the content that is not associated with any operations, e.g.: "Item Detail" (detail description of an item in a Web page), which is not represented in our model, the transaction support layer can be combined with the context-browsing layer, which helps identify such segments [12] .
Coming back to the example displayed in Figure 4a , the transaction support module will match the Web page to S 0 , the beginning state of the learned process automaton (a fragment of which is shown in Figure 8 ). The corresponding interface layer will contain the "Item Taxonomy" and the "Search Form" concept instances. The user can then use a special shortcut to navigate between the concepts, or simply use regular navigation shortcuts to skip to and follow the link of interest, indicated by the arrow. On the next page, in Figure 4b , the process automaton will go to state S 4 as a result of the select_category operation; and, thanks to context-direct browsing module, HearSay will start reading the "Item List". With both contextdirected browsing and transaction support layers turned on, the user will be able to access both "Search Form" and "Item List" concept instances.
After following the link to the page shown in Figure 4c , HearSay will start reading from the product description, while the underlying process automaton takes the state transition from S 4 to S 5 on "select_item" operation. Since the training data did not contain a manual label for the "Add To Cart" concept, the concept classifier automatically assigned "l 1 " to the "add to cart" button. But note that the user will have no problem understanding the meaning of the button, because HearSay always reads out the actual button captions. Finally, by pressing the "add to cart", the user shifts the process automaton to state S 6 . Figure 4d shows the last page of the transaction, in which HearSay's context-directed browsing algorithm helps find the section containing the content of the cart, and the process automaton helps identify the "Search Form" and the "Check Out" concept instances. Having reached the "Submit" button and having realized that the shipping option is not accessible through the combination of context and transaction layers, the user can momentarily return to the original view and examine the content around the submit button to find and choose the shipping option, and successfully complete the transaction in record time.
Experimental evaluation
Data collection
To have an efficient infrastructure for experiments, a visual tool [2] was designed for viewing frame trees, as well as collecting data. A Web browser was also embedded to aid the data collection. During the data collection stage, participants were asked to select any link, or submit a search form to navigate from one page to another page. As they navigate from one page to another page, the frame trees, corresponding to the source and the destination pages, were automatically saved together with user selections. This is how we collected unlabeled click streams. To aid the collection of labeled click streams, participants chose the name of the transaction operation for each navigation. Eight labels were used in total corresponding to eight semantic concepts in online shopping domain. Participants also selected the nodes of the frame tree as instances of the concept associated with the operation. 15 CS graduate students were used for such data collection. Using the above data collection method, we collected and labeled over 500 click streams from 36 online shopping Web sites for books, electronics, and office supplies. We applied our concept segment retrieval algorithm on click streams to get set of concept segments. In total, we got 1,357 concept segments. Distribution of user labeled concept segments to each concept label is presented in Table 9 .
Performance of clustering
For evaluating the clustering algorithm, we generated 10 data sets T 0 , T 10 , . . . , T 100 , where the subscript indicates the fraction of manual labels (in percentage). Concept segments in the data set T 100 were fully labeled (Table 10) . So clusters constructed from these segments were used as the validation set to compare the performance of clustering over the other nine test data sets. Let Cluster user denote this labeled cluster set constructed from T 100 (This is straightforward.). We construct all possible pairs of concept segments in Cluster user (N · (N − 1)/2, N is the total number of segments). Let M total be the total number of segment pairs in Cluster user where both of the segments in the pair belong to the same cluster. Now we do the following for each test data set: Let Cluster algo denote the clusters constructed for a test data set by our algorithm. Let M correct denote the total number of pairs where both segments appear in the same cluster in both Cluster user and Cluster algo . Let M incorrect denote the total number of pairs where a pair appears in the same cluster in Cluster algo but in different clusters in Cluster user . Then, the recall of the clustering algorithm is M correct /M total , and the precision is M correct /(M correct + M incorrect ). F-measure is calculated by taking the harmonic mean of the recall and precision. 2 We average the clustering performance (i.e. recall/precision/f-measure) of each concept to get the overall clustering performance. Figure 9 shows the F-measure variation for the data sets. As the amount of labeled data was increased, better clustering accuracy was achieved.
Performance of transaction models
To verify the mined transaction model, i.e. how good those models are, we did evaluation using standard cross validation approach. Specifically, we evaluated the performance of the process automaton and concept classifiers created for each data set. We divided each of them into training (90%) and testing (10%) sets and did a standard 10-fold cross validation. Let N total denote the total number of completed transaction sequences, N correct denote the number of completed transactions accepted by the automaton, N incorrect denote the number of incomplete transactions accepted by the automaton. Then, the recall of the process automata learning algorithm is N correct /N total , and the precision is N correct /(N correct + N incorrect ).
Let C i total denote the actual number of segments which are instances of concept i, C i correct denote the number of correctly identified concept segments by the classifier 2 recall value of clustering instances (i.e. segments) of a particular concept is the ratio of number of concept instances (i.e. segments) clustered correctly (i.e. labeled as instance of that concept) over the total number of that concept instance (i.e. segment). For precision, the denominator becomes the total number of instance (segment) labeled as that concept (either correctly or incorrectly). F-Measure is the simple harmonic mean of recall and precision. Figures 10 and 11 show the obtained F-measures (harmonic mean of recall/precision) for each of the data set.
Performance of personalized transaction models
We constructed personalized transaction models separately for each of the Web sites and determined the performance of clustering, process model learning and concept identification from the transaction sequences collected from each site. We consistently observed 10% improvement in the performance of clustering algorithm (with no user labeled data, 86% clustering performance), 12.5% improvement of process automaton learning (with no user labeled data, 88.5% process automaton learning performance), and 9% improvement of concept identification (with no user labeled data, 84% concept classifiers learning performance).
Discussion of the experimental results
Observe from Figure 9 that with no labeled data at all we see more than 70% clustering performance. However, performance does improve when manually labeled data is available. This is because such labels prevent merging of clusters containing segments with different labels. For example, a cluster containing a segment manually labeled "add to cart" will not be merged with another cluster that has a labeled segment "checkout". Note that, an improvement of clustering results more accurately labeled concept segments and click streams. Learning concept classifiers and process automaton from such data improves their performance, see Figures 10 and 11. Finally the performance improvement of personalized transaction models can be ascribed to the low degree of variability in captions and presentation patterns in a single Web site.
User study
Transaction models can be applied to reduce information overload in Non-visual Web transactions.
We had done user studies on the efficiency of transaction models in [19] . Towards that we built a prototype, Guide-O-Speech, to conduct Web transactions using nonvisual modalities [19] . We used 30 CS graduate students as evaluators.
Evaluators were asked to measure the total time taken to complete the transactions with Guide-O-Speech. The screen was disabled and evaluators had to interact with the system using a headphone and a keyboard. For baseline comparison, evaluators were also asked to conduct another experiment with the JAWS screen reader on the same set of transactions. For every page used in a transaction sequence they were asked to record the time it took JAWS to read from the beginning of the page until the end of the selected concept's content. The sum of these times over all the pages associated with the transaction denotes the time taken to merely listen to the content of the selected concepts with a screen reader. Here we describe the evaluation results of the usability evaluation of the Guide-O-Speech system. For this evaluation, nine Websites were used. Evaluators conducted roughly 5-6 transactions on each of them. We calculated mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ ) for all the measured metrics. Table 11 lists the metrics measured for each Web site. Observe that Guide-O-Speech compares quite favorably with the best-of-breed screen readers and hence can serve as a practical assistive device for doing online transactions.
To gauge user experience we prepared a questionnaire for the evaluators (see Table 12 ). They were required to answer them upon completing the quantitative evaluation. The questions were organized into two broad categories-system (S1-S4) and concepts (C1-C3)-the former to assess the overall functionality and usability of the system and the latter to determine the effectiveness of the semantic concepts in doing Web transactions. All of the concept questions except S1 and S2 required a yes/no response. From the responses we computed the mean percentages shown in the table.
Related work
Web services
Web services research is an emerging paradigm that focuses on technologies that let service providers to export their functionalities on the Web so as to facilitate automated e-commerce. It has given rise to standardization efforts resulting in languages such as WSDL for describing services, SOAP for accessing services, UDDI for service discovery and integration, BPEL4WS for business process specification. Semantic Web services using OWL-S is described in [14] . Service providers are beginning to utilize these languages for exposing their services (see for example http://www.amazon.com/webservices). In contrast to these works we address a different kind of annotation problem, namely automatic annotation of different kinds of concepts that can occur in a Web page. Web services expose very basic functionalities which by themselves are not sufficient to conduct complex transactions. For instance, Amazon's Web service exposes basic tasks such as searching for a product, adding a product into the shopping cart, etc. One has to compose these primitive services in order to perform complex transactions. Note that our technique is based on composing operations over Web pages instead of services. A vast majority of transactions on the Web are still conducted over HTML pages. This focus on Web pages is what sets our work apart from those in Web services.
Semantic analysis of Web content
Substantial research has been done on segmenting Web documents [4, 20] . These techniques are either domain [4] or site [20] specific. Semantic partitioning of Web pages has been described in [15] . These systems require semantic information (e.g. ontologies) to partition a Web page. In contrast to these research works, our geometric segmentation algorithm does not require any ontology or domain information. Concept identification in Web pages is related to the body of research on semantic understanding of Web content [3] , automatic content extraction [6] , etc. Powerful ontology management systems and knowledge bases have been used for interactive annotation of Web pages [7] . In contrast to these systems, our semantic analysis technique relies on light-weight features in a machine learning setting for concept identification. This allows users to define personalized semantic concepts thereby lending more flexibility to modeling Web transactions. Our semantic analysis algorithms can also benefit research in personalized Web navigation such as [5] .
Process model learning
Our work on learning process models from user activity logs is related to research in mining workflow process models (see [21] for a survey). However, our current definition of a process is simpler than traditional notions of workflows. For instance, we do not use sophisticated synchronization primitives. Hence we are able to model our processes as DFAs instead of workflows and learn them from example sequences. In this research, we have developed a new process model learning algorithm for unsupervised model mining. In contrast to traditional DFA learning, our algorithm does not require negative examples. We defined the class of Web transaction languages and using such a definition, we proposed a new learning algorithm for process models.
Web accessibility research
Research projects aiming to facilitate Web accessibility include work on browserlevel support [1, 10] , content adaptation and summarization [23] . Some of the most popular screen-readers are JAWS [10] and IBM's Home Page Reader [1] . All of these applications do not perform content analysis of Web pages. BrookesTalk [23] facilitates non-visual Web access by providing summaries of Web pages to give its users an audio overview of Web page content. In our work we need to first filter the content based on the transactional context represented by the states of the process model. Specifically we need a more global view of the content in a set of pages in order to determine what should be filtered in a state.
Discussion
Model-directed Web transaction, that uses transaction models (i.e. process model and concept models) to deliver relevant page fragment at each transactional step can improve Web accessibility and substantially reduce the digital divide between sighted and blind users. In this paper, we describe such transaction models and techniques to mine them from click streams. Our approach reduces (and can even eliminate) reliance on sighted users in constructing such models, thereby bridging the Web accessibility divide and further increasing the independence of blind users. The construction process is even broader in its scope of applicability. The idea of using transaction models for fetching relevant information can be very useful for mobile devices with limited displays. Another application area is content extraction from Web sites using wrappers. In general, our algorithm can be used to create user profiles from their Web history and can be used to enhance personalization in context sensitive and adaptive systems.
